CARGO CASES
Pelican Cargo cases and mounting kits are the ideal solution to protect your cargo. These rugged cases are extremely durable and weather-tested so your gear, clothing, tools, or valuables stay dry and dust-free.

Ready to mount with no drilling required, Pelican Cargo cases can be attached to a variety of vehicles. With roof and truck bed mounting options, Pelican Cargo cases keep your gear easily accessible.

To keep your gear secure, the cases and mounts feature padlock hasps. When you need your roof or truck bed space, easily remove the case from its mounts and store in a secure place.

Get more adventure, more protection, and more security with Pelican Cargo cases and compatible vehicle mounting systems.
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MOUNTING FIT GUIDE
EASY TO INSTALL MOUNTING SOLUTIONS

Use Pelican® Vehicle Mounting Kits for your Pelican Cargo cases to expand your storage possibilities. Whatever your cargo needs are, we have a solution. Truck bed and roof rack mounting kits are available for Ford®, Toyota®, Chevrolet®, Jeep®, Ram® and other vehicles. No drilling required.

Cases lock to vehicle securely with a TSA lock, cable lock or padlock (sold separately) on one or both sides of case.

Learn more at pelican.com/Cargo

Mounting Kit Compatibility – Fits Most Trucks 2010 or Newer
Truck Bed and Roof Rack Mount Kits sold separately. See pelican.com/Cargo for complete details.

PELICAN™ CARGO CASES

MOUNTING KIT

VEHICLE COMPATIBILITY

Universal Kit 
RFMT-002

Kit for Toyota® Trucks 
SDOLMT-002B

Universal Kit 
SDOLMT-002A

Universal Kit 
XBEDMT-002-BLK

Kit for Toyota® Trucks 
SIDEMT-001B

Universal Kit 
SIDEMT-001A

ROOF MOUNT

SIDEMOUNT

CROSS-BED MOUNT

SIDE MOUNT

Mounting Kit can be placed fore or aft in the truck bed.
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